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							Amazing guys. Up to date with knowledge, teaches well and generous with their ideas....I love them !			
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			Sarah

			

			5/06/2020

		

	

	
							Excellent, to-the-point videos, using evidence-based information.  So very grateful you've made them free and accessible!			
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			Hamza Ahmed
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							One stop for all PTs! Come and join Physiotutors for better understanding of PT			
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							Thanks so much, guys .. your videos were of great value to pass the orthopedics clinical exam!			
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							You guys helped my classmates and I through PTA school with great videos to help better understand content.			
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							Excellent learning tool, concise and clear videos, explained well highly recommend.			
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							You guys make the best videos, which are being used everyday at our school! 

Always brilliant videos with all the needed information, literature, sensibility etc. 

Btw, your german accents are the best! 

After a long day with preparation for exams, we start speaking english with german accents. 

Thanks! 

Your neighbours from Denmark			
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							Your youtube channel is amazing. When I am reading how to do a certain test in Magee's book and I do not understand very well I just go to youtube and see how to do the test on your channel, Very helpful thank you!!!			
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			Maggie Hosner
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							I use physiotutors all the time therefore 5* for being useful. I love that you guys are focused on basics/core of physiotherapy. Videos are professional but easy to understand. I would give you one more star for succeeding with English as your second language. It's an additional challange I know from experience. 

Exellent work you guys.			
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							Your videos are helpful abbreviated and evidence-based Tthank you for your effort keep on..you have saved my future guys			
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							Thanks for all the EBM, u've provided...now i could constantly update my knowledge regarding Physiotherapy, and access to lot of latest EBM...thank you very much
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							The thing I feel in my surrounding, is that authenticity and quality matters in the profession we are in. As a student of bachelors degree, it feels great whenever I open fb and get notified of your posts. You provide genuine, practical information ; that too everyday. Thank you, and keep it up!			
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			Andreas Alexandrou
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							An absolutely outstanding page!! Thank you a lot guys!! In addition thank you for the great youtube channel was really helpful for me find out the special tests and preformed it correctly! Waiting for some other helpful staff #physiofamily!!			
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							Very helpful videos, simple and easy to understand, great and very accomodating people, in simple words, I just love it. thanks, guys and god bless you.			
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							Just enjoy... if you're a PT this page is for you! Highly recommended!			
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							Fantastic! Great quality vidoes and clear instructions. Great for quick refreshers. Keep up the good work!			
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